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MEASURABILITY OF REAL FUNCTIONS 
DEFINED ON THE PRODUCT OF METRIC 
SPACES 
GRA2YNA KWIEClftSKA 
Let (T, d, X, A) be a complete metric space with a metric d, with a a-finite 
G6-regular complete measure A defined over a a-field % of subsets of T. 
Denote by A* the outer measure corresponding to A. 
Let si be a family of A-measurable sets with nonempty 
(1) interiors of a positive and finite measure A, the boundaries 
of which are of A measure zero. 
Definition 1. The sequence {Ik}k.ia si is said to converge to the point he Tiff 
t0 e Int (Ik) for k = 1, 2, ... and the sequence of diameters 6(Ik) converge to zero as 
k approches infinity. 
This will be denoted by Ik—>t0. 
Let us note that according to the definition due to Bruckner ([1], p. 30) the pair 
(si, —>) forms a differentiation basis for the space (T, d, 3if, A). 
Definition 2. Let AczT and t0eT. The upper (lower) bound of the set of 
numbers lim—\ fl v taken from all the sequences Ik-+t0 (for which this limit 
exists) is called the upper (lower) external density of A at t0 with respect to si and 
is denoted by D%t0, A)(D}(t0, A)). 
If D*(t0, A) = Df (t0, A), then their common value is called the external density 
of A at to with respect to si and is denoted by D*(r0, A). 
If A e JC, then the respective external densities are called densities with respect 
to si and denoted by Du(t0, A), Dx(t0, A) and D(t0, A), respectively. 
A point to is called a density point of the set A with respect to si if there exists 
a set B e 9if such that B e A and D(t0, B) = 1. 
Assume that 
(2) the family si is countable and for every t0 e T there is a sequence of sets {Ik} T-i 
from si converging to to. 
Moreover assume that 
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(3) si has the density property, i.e. for every set AczT the A measure of set 
{te A: D*(l, A)<\) is equal to zero. 
Definition 3. The function g: T—>R is called approximately upper (lower) 
semicontinuous at the point t0eT with respect to siiff for every aeR if f(t0) < a 
(f(t0)>a), then there exists a set Fe% such that Fa{teT: f(t)<a) 
(Fa{teT: f(t)>a}) and D(t0, F) = l. 
A function that is simultaneously approximately lower and upper semicontinu­
ous at t0e T with respect to si is called approximately continuous at t0 with respect 
to si. 
A function that is approximately continuous (approximately lower semicon­
tinuous) (approximately upper semicontinuous)) in any point t0 e T with respect to 
si is called approximately continuous (approximately lower semicontinuous) 
(approximately upper semicontinuous)) with respect to si. 
Lemma 1. If the function g: T-+R is k-measurable, then g is k-almost 
everywhere approximately continuous with respect to si. 
Proof. Indeed, by Lusin's theorem for every positive e there exists a closed set 
F c Tsuch that the function g\F is continuous and k(T—F)<e. Since si has the 
density property almost every point of the set F is the density point of this set with 
respect to si. Therefore the function g is A-almost everywhere approximately 
continuous with respect to si. 
Definition 4. The k-measurable function g: T—>R is said to be degenerate 
(positively degenerate) at the point t0eT with respect to si when there exists 
a open interval UczR such that g(t0)e U and the upper (lower) density of the 
counterimage g~\U) at t0 with respect to si is equal to zero. 
Definition 5. ([4], definition 4). The function g: T-+R has the property (G) 
with respect to si iff for every positive e there exists a set Iesi such that 
A(AnI)>0 and osc g^e, where Uis the set of density points of AnI with respect 
u 
to si belonging to AnI. 
Theorem 1. Let the k-measurable function g: T—> R be positively nondegener-
ate at every point of the closed set AczT. Then the k-measurable function 
/(*)={ _{ g(x) for xeA 0 for х^А 
has the property (G) with respect to si. 
Proof. Let Ee3ifbe a set of a positive A measure and let e>0 be fixed. 
Assume that A(E — A) >0. Then there is a point t0 e T such that t0sE — A and 
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D(t0, E - A) = 1. As the set A is closed, it follows from property (2) of the family 
s4 that there exists a set Ie s4 such that to e Int (J) and JnA = 0. Therefore for t e T 
we have f(t) = 0. Hence osc/ = 0 ^ e and A(EnJ)>0. 
i 
Assume now that A(E —A) = 0. Then we notice that all density points of E 
bolong to A. In order to show that 
A6 1) there exists a set Je s4 such that A(JnEnA)>0 and osc f^e, where Vis 
V 
the set of density points of InEnA with respect to s4 belonging to JnEnA, 
assume that 1) does not hold. Then we have: 
2) if for the set Je s4 the inequality A(JnEn A) >0 holds, then osc / > e, where 
w 
W is the set of density points of JnEnA with respect to s4 belonging to 
JnEnA. 
We shall construct a sequence of points {tk}k=1cz EnA and a sequence {Ik}k=i<=: 
s4 such that the condition 2) leads to a contradiction. 
Let UeEnA be a point such that 
3) D(tu EnA) = l and 
4) the function / is approximately continuous at U with respect to d. 
The existence of point U follows from the density property of d and from 
lemma 1. 
Let Ji e d be the set such that 
5) h e Int (JO and 
^ A(I,nEnA) 1 „ ^ ( l m { f e E n A : | / (Q- /Oi ) |< f} ) x 
6 ) A(Ii) > 2 a n d A O ) — > 2 -
The existence of the set Ix follows from 3) and 4). 
Let G1 = lteEnA: \f(t)-f(h)\ ^ | 1 Then 
7) A(G0>0. 
Indeed. Assume that 
8) A(G0 = O. 
Then for points te^nEnA)— Gx the inequality \f(t)—f(ti)\<- holds and 
therefore osc f<e. 
(Iir»EoA)-Gi 
If 1/(0-/(01 ^ | f o r t h e P o i n t s tehnEnAnd such that D(t, I1nEnA) = l, 
then osc f^e on the set of the density points of the set J inEnA, which 
contradicts 2). Therefore there exists a point sieJinEnAnGi such that 
c 
D(si, ItnEnA) = l and |/0i)—/(<i)|>^ • But the function / is positively non-
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degenerate at the point Si(steA) and D(su IinEnA) = 1, thence 
A (ItehnEnA: \f(ti)-f(t)\>^\\>0, which is contradictory with 8). There-
fore 7) holds true. 
Let t2e d n l n t (Ji) be a point such that 
9) D(t2, Gi) = l and 
10) / i s approximately continuous at f2 with respect to si. 
Again the existence of point t2 follows from the density property of si and from 
lemma 1. 
Let l2esi be such that 
11) f2eInt(J2), CI (J2)czlnt (JO, <5(J2)<| and 
„ , X(I2nEnA) 2 A Hhn{teEnA: |/(Q-/(Q|<|}) 2 
1 2 ) A(J2)
 > 3 a n d 1(17) >3-
The existence of set J2 follows from 9) and 10). Similarly as before the set 
G2 = | teI2nEnA: \f(t2) — f(t)\^-z\ is A-measurable and has a positive measure 
A. 
Proceeding analogously we define the sequence {Ik}k=iof the sets from si and 
the sequence {tk}k=i such that 
13) tk e Gk_inlnt (J*-i), D(tk, Gk-i) = l and / is approximately continuous at the 
point tk with respect to si> where 
Gk-i^teh-mEnA: \f(tk-i)-f(0\^} , 
14) tkelnt(lk), a a O c I n t a * . - ) , fi(jk)<-L and 
1 5 ) A(i.) > FTT a n d 
A(/»n{í€EnA: |/(0-/(')!<§}) A: 
>-
A(J*) k + 1 
for k = \,2, .... 
Since k eG.- i , we have 
16) |/(fc-,)-/(fc)l-*f for fc = l ,2 , . . . . 
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The set f] Ik consists of one point t0. As the function / is positively nondegener-
ate at t0 with respect to s£ lt0eji\ -knA) we have shown that 
D^to^t: |/(fo)-/(0l<i})>°-
Denote by a this density. Moreover the sequence of sets {Ik}k=i is a convergence to 
t0, hence there exists a natural number n such that for k>n 
X(lkn{t: |/(O-/(0l<f}) a 
X(Ik) 2 
>- and 
x(lkn{teEnA: |/(O-/(0l<|}) a 
AOO > 1 _ 2 -
Therefore for every k>n 
t: l/(O"/(0l<f}n{.eEnA: |/(O-/(Ol<f}n/^0. 
Thence for k>n the following inequality holds | / (fo)-/(Ol<o> which con-
tradicts 16). Thus the negation of 1) leads to a contradiction. Therefore 1) holds 
true. The proof of the theorem is completed. 
Lemma 2 ([2], lemma 2). Let (X, M, JU) be a measurable space with the o-finite 
measure JU. Let g: X-+R be such that for any e>0 for a class of sets 2>e = 
{DeM: osc g^e} satisfies the following condition: 
D 
(d) for any set BeM with a positive measure there exists a set De3)e such that 
DczB and n(D)>0. 
Then the function g is fi-measurable, where fi stands for the completion of pi. 
(Davies has proved the lemma under the assumption that is finite, whereas 
a-finiteness is sufficient). 
Let for every i = i, ..., n(Xt, Qt, Mi, /w,-) be a space as (T, d, 3ST, A) was, i.e. let 
every (Xj, Qi,Mt, JU.) be a complete space with a a-finite G6-regular complete 
measure # defined over the a-field Jli of subsets of X). 
Moreover let for every i = l, ..., n SFtczMi be a family which satisfies the 
conditions (1), (2) and (3) of family sd. 
Let(X, Q, M, /i) = (XiX...xX r t, ^ x ...XQ„, Mxx...xMn, ^ x ... x JU„) where 
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/Ui x ... x it* denotes the completion of the measure (*i x ... x fa. Moreover let 
? = ^ x . . . x ; J n = {F: F=F1x...xFn,Fie&i for i = l, ..., n}. 
We note that ^has the density property because every family &k has the density 
property (see [1], p. 2 and 34). 
Let A c = X = X l _ 1 ) x X ; x X ( l + 1 , where XI_1) = X1 X . . . x X,-! and X(l+i = 
X i + 1 x...xXn. Then the sets AX1, ...,„_.,.,,._. Xn = {XieXi:(xu ..., xn)eA} and 
A...,#tX|, #,...= {(xl9 ..., xi-h x.+b ..., xn)eXi-^x X(/+1: (xl9 ..., .x„)e A} 
are called a section of the set A with respect to (xl9 ..., JC,-_I, x,+i, ..., JC„) and 
a section of the set A with respect to JC, respectively. 
Lemma 3. Let AeM. For every fixed i = 1, ..., n there exists a set Be A and 
BeM such that \x(A — B) = 0, every point (xu ..., xn)eB is the density point of 
B with respect to & and for every point (xu ..., xn) e B 
(i) D(xu BX1 Xi_l,;Xi+1,...,Xn) = l and 
(ii) D((*i, ..., Xi-uxM, ...,xn),B.,%,Xi,m,..) = l. 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of lemma 2 of [7]. 
Lemma 4. Let AeM. There exists asetBczA and BeM such that n(A — B) = 
0 and for every point (xu ..., xn)eB 
(i) D((xu...,xn),B) = l, 
(ii) for every i = l, ..., n D(x{, BX1 ,,_-.•.„.,. ,„) = 1, 
(Hi) D((x2,...,xn),Bxl,.,.) = l. 
Proof. In accordance with lemma 3 (i = l ) for the set A there exists 
a //-measurable subset Ax of A such that \i(A — Ai) = 0, for every point 
(xu ..., xn)e Ai D((xu ..., xn), Aj) = l, D(xu (AJ.,^ Xn) = l and D((JC 2 , ..., xn), 
(Ai)xi,#,...) = 1. Again in accordance with lemma 3 (i = 2) for the set Ai there exists 
a //-measurable subset A2 of Aj such that ii(Ax — A2) = 0 and for every point 
(*i, ..., xn)eA2 D((xu ..., xn), A2) = l, D(x2, (A2)X1,#,X3,...,Xn) = 1 and 
D((*i, x3, ..., xn), (A2)mtX2,:..)=l. 
Let Ci = Ai —A2. It is clear that 
џ2x...xџn({(x2, ...,xn): lлì(Cг) iI2 J>0}) = 0. 
Let Di = {(x2, ...,xn): řiříc,).,^ x j > 0 } and let 
F1 = {(x3, ...,x„): ní(D1)m,XÍ,.,J>0}(fi3x...xnn(F1) = 0) 
and H1 = {x1: ^x ...x nX(Ci)xu.,..)>0} (/i,(H,) = 0). For Bx take B , = 
A2 - [(X, x Di)u(Xj x X 2 x F0u(H, x X 2 x . . . x X,)]. Evidently for every point 
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(xu ..., xn)eBt we have D((xu ..., xH), Br) = \, D(xu(B1)m>X2 J = l, 
D ( x 2 , ( B i ) x , # , X n ) = l and D((x2, ...,xn), (Bi).,#,... ) = 1. 
As a sequel to the set Bi in accordance with lemma 3 (/ = 3) there 
exists a jU-measurable subset A3 of Bi such that J U ( B ! - A 3 ) = 0 and for every 
point (xu ..., xn) e A3 D((xu ..., xn), A3) = 1, D(x3, (A3)xltX2t.tX4 J = 1 
and D((xux2,x4, ..., xn), (A3\t#,X3t#,...) = 1. Let C2 = Bi - A 3 and let 
D 2 > 1 = \(x2, ..., X n ) : jU*((C2)#,X2,...,Xn) > 0} and D 2 , 2 = {(x x , *3, ..., xn): 
џЩC2)xltЩxз * я ) > 0 } . i u 2 x . . . x i u n ( Д , i ) = 0 and џ, x џ3x ... x џn (Q, 2 ) = 0 
because Iť(C2) = 0. 
Let Ғ2.1.1 = {(x3,...,дc;): /^(D2,1)#,x з,...,J>0}, 
Ғ2. l f 2 = {(д:2, x4,..., *„)•* /iзЧФг.ik*,*, ,„)>0}, 
Ғ2 ł 2 i l = {(дc3, ...,*„): f/î((D2,2)#,жз J > 0 } , 
F2,ъ2 = {(xux4, ...,д^): И((£>2.2k#.x4 *,,)>0} 
and 
H2 = {xi: .u2x...x/i*((Ai~A3k#, ...)>0}. 
Evidently all these sets are of respective measure zero. 
Let B2 = A3-[(X1xD2,1)v{(x1, ..., xn): (xu x3, ...,xn)eD2t2 and 
Jt2eX2}u(XiXX2xF2,1,1)u{(jt1, ..., xn): Jti-Xj and JC3GX3 and 
(x2,x4, ...,xn)eF2tlt2}u(X1xX2xF2t2tl)u{(xu ...,xn): (xu x4, ..., xn)eF2t2t2 
and (x2, jt3)eX2X3}u(H2xX2x...xXn)]. 
For every point (xu ...,xn)eB2 D((xu ..., xn), B2) = l, D(xu (B2\tX2 0 = 1, 
D(x2,(B2\lMi> ^ ) = hD(x3,(B2)X2t.tX4ytXn ) = l,D((x2, ...,*n),(B£)#,... ) = 
1. Proceeding analogously in accordance with lemma 3 (i = n) we define for the set 
B„_2a ^-measurable set .AicB-^such that /i(Bn_2—An) = 0 and for every point 
(xu ..., xn)eAn D((xu ..., xn)9 A n )= l , D(xn,(An)3i Xfi_1#) = l and 
D((jd, ..., JC-J), (A,)....#, J = 1. Let Cn_! = Bn_2~ A,. Evidently iu(Cn_1) = 0. Let 
Dr,.1.1 = {(oc2,..., JC„): ^((Cn-i).,* J > 0 } , 
Dn-lt2 = {(xux3, ...,xn): ^2*((Cn_i)xl,#,X3,...,,,.)>0}, 
Dn_i.n_1 = {(x1, ..., xn_2, xn): jU*_!((Cn_i)^ xn_2 . . ,xj>0}. 
Evidently all these sets are of respective measure zero. 
Moreover the sets 
F . - U l i = { ( x s Jt;): | i ? ( ( D B - i J t , , * )>0} , 
FH.1,lt2={(x2,x4,..., *„)•* / iJP«-i , i )^«,x4 *-)>0}> 
F„-iiifll-i = {(x2, ..., J^_I) : JU*((Dn_i,iX2,....*„_..•)>0} and 
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Fn_i i2ii = {0c3, ..., xn): fit((Dn-1,2)m,X3,.,Xn)>0}, 
F-_i,2,2 = {(*_, x49 ..., xn): juKÍD--!,^-^,^ x _ ) > 0 } , 
Fn-lt2,n-i = {(xl9 x39 ...9xn): ii*((Dn-lt2)xl x-_i,«)>0} 
Fn.ltn-ltl = {(x2, ...,xn-29xn): HÍ((Dn-ltn^)mtX2 x-_2,x-)>0}, 
Fn-ltn-lt2={(xl9 X3, ..., Xn-29 Xn)'. ^ í f tDn-l .n- lkf ,^ x-_2.xn)>0} 
F - _ 1 Í - _ 1 Í - _ 2 = {(AC1, . . . , xn-39 xn): ju„*-2((D__1>n_1)Jcl,...,;Cn_3,#,JCn)>0} 
F„__, „__,„__ = {(*_, ..., xn-2): jU*((Dn__, „__)_. Xn_2,.)>0} and 
H-__={x_: /i2x ...x JU*-((A_- A-)X1,#, .)>0} are of respective measure zero too. 
Let 
B = A--[(X_xD-__,_)u{(x_, ..., xn): (xl9 x39 ..., xn)eDn-lt2 and x2eX2} u ... u 
{(*_, ..., xn):(xl9 ..., x-_2, xn)eD-_1,-_1and jCn-ieX-.} u (X_ x X2x F „_1,1.) u 
{(xl9 ...9 xn): *_eX_, x3eX3 and (x29 x4, ..., Jcn)eFn_1,1,2} u ... u (X_ x 
F - . j ^ . - . ^ X - ) u (X1xX2xFn-2,2tl)u {(xl9 ..., x„): (xl9 x49 • , x-)eF-__,2,2and 
(x2, ac3)eX2xX3}u...u{(Ac1, ..., x„): (x_, AC3, ..., Jt„)eF--_.2.„-iX Xn and *2eX2} 
u ... u {(*_, ..., *„): ^ e X j and (x2, ..., *n_2, jOeF,,-..,,-!.! and ;<;,.__eXrt__} u 
{(*_, ..., x„): (xu x3, ...9 xn-2, xn)eF„-1,„-lt29 x2eX2 and jc-^eX--.} u ... u 
{(xl9 ...9 xn): (xl9 ..., Xn-3)eFn-ltn-i,n-2 and (x-_2, *„__)€ Xn_2X„-i} u 
(F-__..... „__ x X--! x X„)u(H--_ x X(2)]. 
By this definition B satisfies all the conditions of the lemma and this completes 
the proof. 
Let /: X—>R be a function. Then the function /X1>...,Xl.__,«, *,.+_, ,Xn(Xi) = 
f(xl9...9xn) is called as usually a section of / with respect to 
yXl9 . . . , X j - i , Xi+i9 . . . , Xn) 
Let <£(/) = {(xl9 ..., xn): 3 /Xli....„,._li#ix,+lt.,x_ is not approximately continu-
i = l „ 
ous at xteXi with respect to _£.}. 
Lemma 5 ([7], lemma 5). Let f: X—>R be a ix-measurable function. Then 
n(&(f)) = o. 
For the function / : X—>R we denote by A(/ ) = 
{(*i, ..., xn): 3 /„i,...,xl_i,«,x<+i x- is positively degenerate at the point x, 
1=2,..., „ - i 
with respect to 55*. or the section fXh...,Xn,u% is degenerate at the point xn with 
respect to ^ - } . 
Theorem 2. Let f: X—>R be a function such that all its sections 
/xi x,-i,#,x,+i x- are ^-measurable (i = 29 ..., n) and all its sections fm, X2 Xnhave 
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the property (G) with respect to cFx. Then the function f is ^-measurable iff 
rl(A(f)) = 0. 
Proof. This theorem holds true for n = 2 (see [4], theorem 4). 
Assume that 
(*) if for the function /: X2X ...x X„—>i? all its sections fX2 Xi_lt;Xi+lt...tXn a r e 
JU,-measurable for every i = 3, ..., n and all its sections f9tX3 Xn have the property 
(G) with respect to 2F2, then / is \i2 x ... x /immeasurable iff \i2 x ... x \in (A,(/)) = 0 
where 
-Ai(/) = {(*2- ••- xn): 3 fX2 X i _ l t m t X i + l Xn 
i--3 n - 1 
is positively degenerate at the point XieX, with respect to ^ or Z ,̂.,*,._.,• is 
degenerate at xn with respect to 2Fn}. 
Let / be such as in this theorem. If / is the //-measurable function, then 
/x(A(/)) = 0 because A(f)c 4>(/) and in accordance with lemma 5 /i(d>(/)) = 0. 
Assume that /i(A(/)) = 0. It is sufficient to show that the function / satisfies the 
assumptions concerning the function g of lemma 2. 
Let EeM, /i(E)>0, e>0 and let {Ik}k=i be the sequence of all sets belonging to 
^i and let {Kk}t~i be the sequence of all closed intervals with rational ends and 
lengths smaller then e. 
Let Q={(*2,..., xn): (x2,..., x„)eX(2, E%tX2t.tXneMx and \i\(E.tX2 J > 0 } . 
The set Q is [x2 x ... X /^-measurable and \i2 x ... x JU„(Q) >0. Let QTt s be a set of 
points (x2, ..., xn)e Q such that 
(i) ixx(IrnE.tX2 J > 0 
(ii) if D(xu InE*^ J = l and xxeIrnE.tX2 Xn, then f(xu ..., xn)eKs. 
Evidently O-^U Or,-- Moreover 0<-=U Or,5 because all sections f%tX2t...tXn have 
r, s r, s 
the property (G) with respect to 3k. Therefore 0 = U Qr,*• Thus there exists 
a couple of positive integers (r0, s0) such that /i2x ...x /i* (Q-o,so)>0 because 
/ І 2 X . . . X J U „ ( O ) > 0 . Let 
P={(x2, ...,x„): D*((x2, ...,xn), Qm,J = l}. 
The measure \i2 x ... x \in is G6 regular and 9_ x ... x &n has the density property, 
thence PeM^^.xM- and JU2X ... x //„ (P) = ^2x ...x JI* (O-0, SQ)>0. 
Let F=En(I-XP). Evidently FeM and J U ( F ) > 0 because for all points 
(x2, ..., xn)eQnit90pL2x...xiin(F%tX2 J > 0 . Let M = F - A ( / ) . For the set M, in 
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accordance with lemma 4, there exists a set HaM such that J U ( M - H ) = 0 , for 
every point (JCI, ..., Jc„)eH 
D((JCI, ..., JC„), H ) = l and for every i=l,...,n 
D(Xi, H*,....,,_... #,,,+1 0 = 1 and 
D((x2, ..., xn), HX1,.,...) = 1. 
Evidently H e E and J U ( H ) > 0 . To prove the theorem, in accordance with lemma 2 
it is sufficient to show that f(xu ..., xn)eKS0 for every point (JCI, ..., Jc)eH. 
Let (JC?, ..., x°n) be a point of the set H such that /(JC?, ..., x°n) e Kso. Every point of 
Hxi>#>f... is the density point of Hxi,m,.., therefore 
HX1, m,...eM2x...xMn and \i2 x ... x \in (HX1, %,...) > 0. 
Moreover every subset of Hxi,m,... of positive measure and the set Qro, ^ have 
common points. Let fxi
0,;...' XX1<> # ...—>!?. For every i = 2,...,n 
fxi
0,...,*,_!. ;Xi+1, ...,Xn is the jU,-measurable function. Moreover by theorem 1 all 
sections /,.<>, •, ^ Xn have the property (G) with respect to 3*2 because the functions 
fxi°,;xi Xn are positively nondegenerate at every point JC2 with respect to 2F2 
((JC?, JC2, ..., JC„)4.A(/)) . Notice that ii2x ... x ^ (Hxi<>,m,..nA(f)xi<>t#, .) = 0. Then 
if we assume that 
f / v Y >i_[fxi
0;... (x2, ..., xn) for (x2, ..., x^eH,
0,.,... 
A 2 ' ••' n) 1 0 for (jc2,...,Jcn)^HJclo,#>,..; 
then, according to (*), the function fxx
0,;... is ̂ 2 x ... x ^-measurable. In result the 
set 
(/J C 1
0 .*.. .)"1(Ko)e^2x . . .x.iC and as 
fxi°,;... (Qro.^^Ko then 
(**) fi2x ...x iin(Hxlo>m,.-(fxlo^^y
l (Kso)) = 0. 
On the other hand /(JCI0, ..., JC^GX^ and the function fxi
0,;x3
0
 x° is positively 
nondegenerate at the point JC2 with respect to ?F2, thence we infer that 
^ ( / - V . •.-*<». . ^ . n f c ^ o . . ..,o)-l(R - Kso))>0. 
For every point 
oc2e Hx>,;.....,; nf(xo 9xo xo)-
1 (R - KJ 
the sections fxl°tX2;,M
0 xn° are nondegenerate at JS° with respect to ^3 , thence 
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^ x t f ( H ^ # X 4 o xo n(Jio)#i#)X4o xo )-- ( j * - £ ) )> 0 . 
Proceeding analogously we infer that for every point 
(x2, ..., *„-!)€H,.o,# # ) ^n( / x l o ( # #IXBO) -\R-KSO) 
the sections f X1
0,* Xn-Xm are nondegenerate at the point jc.°with respect to 3*n, 
therefore 
li2x ... x n* (H,oA... nao,#i... )-* (K-2£ ))>0, 
which contradicts (* *). The function / of n variables is /i-measurable. Thence by 
the mathematical induction theorem 2 holds true. 
Remark 1. The following theorem is not true: 
Theorem ([5], theorem 1). Let the function /: J?n->R be such that all its 
sections fxi xi-l,mxi+1,...,xn 0 = -U •••> H) are measurable in the sense of Lebesque 
and all its sections f*x,...,Xn have the property (G). Then the function / is 
measurable in the sense of Lebesque iff 
mn(R
n^D(f)) = 0 
where mn denoted the Lebesque measure in R
n and 
D(f) = {(xu...,xn): for i= 1, ..., n fxit...,Xi_lt.,Xi+l Xn 
is nondegenerate at the point xt} 
This is stated in the example given in the paper [6] by Z. Grande. Indeed, the 
theorem: 
Theorem 3 ([6] theorem 1). Assume that the continuum hypothesis holds. Then 
there exists a function F: Rx R-*R of Lebesque nonmeasurable such that all its 
sections F9tX2 and F ,* are of Lebesque measurable and nondegenerate at any 
point teR. 
It is sufficient to take the function /: R3-+R such that 
/(*!, x2, x3) = F(x2, x3). 
Let /: X—• R be a function such that all its sections £ X2t.... Xn are /ii-measurable. 
Denote by B(f) = {(xiy ..., xn) e X: £, X2t..., Xn is not approximately continuous with 
respect to &i at XiG-Xi} and C(f) = {(xu ..., xn)eX: f%tX2 Xn is positively 
degenerate at xxeXx with respect to ^J. 
Theorem 4. Letf: X—>R be a function such that for i=l, ..., n all its sections 
fxi *,-!,•,*.+! Xn are jurmeasurable. 
Then the conditions: 
(i) the function f is ^-measurable, 
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(ii) p ( A ( / ) u B ( / ) ) - 0 and 
(iii) f<(A(/)uC(/)) = 0 
are equivalent. 
Proof. If the function / is ju-measurable, then J U ( A ( / ) U B ( / ) ) = 0 because 
A ( / ) u B ( / ) c <X>(f) and by lemma 5 (i) implies (ii). Also (ii) implies (iii) because 
A ( / ) u C ( / ) c A(f)uB(f). It is sufficient to show that (iii) implies (i). 
Let iu(A(/)uC(/)) = 0 and let A = X - [ A ( / ) u C ( / ) ] . The measure jU is G6 
regular and & has the density property, thence there exists a sequence {Ak}?=i of 
closed sets of positive and finite measure such that AkczAk+i and 
f i ( A - U A*)=0 . 
ffr r \ = l f(Xu •*•'*«) f ° r ( ^ - ^ - ) G A k 
Mxu...,xn) | Q f o r ( j C i > _ 5 j C n ) ( L A f c . 
Let 
As almost everywhere lim fk(xu ..., JC„) = /(JCI, ..., xn) with respect to the mea-
fc-*oo 
sure JU, it is sufficient to show that the functions fk satisfy the assumptions of 
theorem 2. According to the assumption all sections (fk);X2, ...,Xn are jUt-measurable 
and at almost every point of the closed set (Ak)#f X2t ...f Xn are positively nondegener-
ate with respect to 3{ because (JCI, ..., xn)4 C(f). Here we infer from theorem 1 
that the function / has the property (G) with respect to SFi. Moreover 
J U ( A ( / ) U C ( / ) ) = 0 , therefore fi(A(fk)) = 0. Thence by theorem 2 the functions fk 
are ^-measurable. The proof of the theorem 4 is completed. 
Returning to our space (T, d,% X) let^f be a a-field enclosing Borel sets of T. 
Definition 6. The function g: T-> R has the property (H) with respect to si iff 
for every point te T there exist two open and nonempty sets U(t) and V(t) such 
thatDu(t, U(t))>0, Du(t, V(r ) )>0, / | u ( 0 u { r } is uppersemicontinuous andf\v(t)u{t} 
is lower semicontinuous at t. 
Theorem 5. The function g: T—> R which has property (H) with respect to si is 
X-almost everywhere continuous. 
Proof. Denote by Dg the set of points of discontinuity of the function g. 
Assume that X(Dg)>0. We can assume that g is bounded. Let A = 
{teDg: D(t, Dg) = \) and let B<= A be a closed set such that: 
(a) for every led: Int (I)nB=i-0=>A(InB)>O. Denote by m the essential 
infimum of g on the set B. Let f i eB be a point such that D(tu B) = l and 
g(h)< m +j . The function g has the property (H) with respect to si, therefore for 
the point h there exists a open nonempty set U(tx) such that Du(tu U(tx))>0 and 
g|uoi)u{/!}is upper semicontinuous at su Therefore g(t) — 0 ( f i )< j for te U(tx). As 
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Du(tu U(h))>0 and D(tu B) = 1, there exists It est such that CI (Ji)cz l/(ti) and 
BnInt(Ji)=?-0. Evidently 
1 1 1 1 
0(O<0('i) + 4<™ + 4+4=™ + 2 f o r teIi-
Let si e Bnlnt (J2) be a point such that D(si, Bnlnt (Ji)) = 1. The existence of 
point si follows from (a). As g has the property (H) with respect to st, for the point 
si there exists an open monempty set V(si)dnt (Ji) such that DM(si, V(si))>0 
and fif|v(s ,)u{5i} is lower semicontinuous at si. Therefore ^(s i )~^(0< T f°r 
teV(Sl). 
AS D(si, Bnlnt (Ji)) = 1 and Dw(si, V(sO) >0, there exists a set Ji e si such that 
Q (Ji)c V(si), Bnlnt (Ji)=£0 and 6(J!)<1. Evidently osc g<l, because g(t)< 
i 
m+ and g(t) > g(sx) - .. Therefore we have a set Jx est such that Bnlnt (Jj) = 
0, 6(Ji)<l and osc g<\ on the set J-. 
Proceeding analogously we define the sequence {J,v}r--iof the sets from st such 
that 
(i) Cl(Jfc)cInt(J*_i) 
(ii) Bnlnt (Jk)*0 
(iii) 8(Jk)<T and osc g<T on the set Jk. 
The set B n f ] CI (Jk)4-0. Let t0e f] BnCl (Jk). As for fc=l,2, ... *oeInt(J*), 
fc-i fc«i 
the oscillation of the function g at the point t0 is equal to zero i.e. t0^Dg. On the 
other hand t0eB, therefore t0eDg, which is contradictory with t0eDg. The proof 
of the theorem is completed. Theorem 5 is a generalization of theorem 1 of [3]. 
Remark 2. Let Scz T be a countable dense set. If the function g: T-*R has 
the property (H) with respect to^, then: (R) lim inf g(t) ^ g(s) ^lim sup g(t) for 
every seS. 
ř—»s ř-*s 
ř є S r є S 
Theorem 6- Let f: X-*R be a function such that all its sections f%tX2 Xk are 
jUi-measurable and all its sections /, ,M (tx f + 1 x„ have the property (H) with 
respect to 2Ff for every i = 2, ..., n. 
Then f is a ^-measurable function. 
Proof. This theorem for n = 2 holds by the theorem given in the paper [8] by E. 
Marczewski and Cz. Ryll-Nardzewski. 
Theorem 7 ([8], theorem 2). Let f: YxT->R, where Y is a space with 
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a measure x, be a function such that all its sections /#,, are x-measurable and all its 
sections fy, • are X — almost everywhere continuous and satisfy the condition (R). 
Then the function f is jX — measurable, where fi = x x A. 
Assume that if g: XiX.,.xX._1-^R is a function such that all its sections 
G;x2,...,xn-i a r e jUi — measurable and all its sections 0,.,...,,(_.,#,x,+1 Xn_x have the 
property (H) with respect to Sf for i = 2, ..., n -1, then g is JU-x ...x ji n_! 
— measurable. Let /: Xt x ... x Xn-» R satisfy the condition of theorem 6. Then 
the function 
/ ., • , * „ ( * ! , . .-, * „ - l ) = 0 ( * 1 , . . . , * n - l ) IS M l X . . . X j U - . j 
measurable. Therefore /: X-.^x Xn—>R as the function of two variables is /x 
— measurable. The proof of the theorem is completed. 
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ИЗМЕРИМОСТЬ ДЕЙСТВИТЕЛЬНЫХ ФУНКЦИИ, 




Эта работа состоит из двух части. В первой части находятся необходимое и достаточное 
условия измеримости действительных функций, заданных на декартовом произведении п (п>2) 
метрических пространств с мерами, которые удовлетворяют некоторым дополнительным усло­
виям. Вторая часть содержит теорему, которая связана с теоремой Лебега о измеримости 
функции двух переменных. 
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